INTRODUCTION
============

RNA interference (RNAi) is one of several related regulatory mechanisms that can be defined by the use of small RNAs (sRNAs) as specificity factors, recognizing target sequences by base-pairing interactions. A variety of effector complexes allows regulation of gene expression at the levels of transcription, mRNA stability or translation, but the core component which binds the sRNA and guides the complex is invariably a member of the Argonaute family, also known as PPD \[PIWI Argonaute Zwille (PAZ)-P-element Induced Wimpy Testis (PIWI) domain\] proteins. In recent years, functional and structural studies have led to a detailed understanding of the roles of the three conserved domains of Argonaute proteins ([@B1],[@B2]). The PAZ domain binds the 3′-end of the sRNA, while the 5′-end is anchored in a conserved pocket at the junction of the Middle (MID) and PIWI domains. The PIWI domain has an RNase H-like fold and contains the catalytic DDH triad responsible for slicer activity, the endonucleolytic cleavage of a target RNA molecule paired with the sRNA. Genes encoding Argonaute proteins have undergone a high degree of duplication in some eukaryotic phyla and their numbers vary greatly between species, ranging from one in *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* to 27 in *Caenorhabditis elegans*. Phylogenetic analyses have shown that they can be classified into three subclades: the Ago and Piwi subclades, and a third group only found in *C. elegans*, the worm-specific Agos (Wagos) ([@B3]). The distribution of Ago and Piwi proteins in extant species suggests that both were present in the last common ancestor of eukaryotes, where it has been proposed that the Ago type was already specialized for post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) in the cytoplasm and the Piwi type for transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) in the nucleus, possibly through the targeting of histone modifications ([@B4]).

This view was inspired by the first studies of metazoan Ago proteins, which revealed their roles in siRNA-mediated mRNA cleavage and miRNA-mediated translation inhibition. Both classes of sRNAs are produced by Dicer-like ribonucleases, but from different precursors: siRNAs are cut from long double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs), whereas miRNAs are processed from non-coding endogenous transcripts forming stem--loop structures ([@B5]). In *C. elegans*, secondary siRNAs are synthesized in a Dicer-independent manner by an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) using the targeted mRNA as a template. These siRNAs are loaded onto Wago proteins and appear to be responsible for the potency of RNAi-mediated PTGS ([@B3],[@B6; @B7; @B8; @B9]). The mechanisms of action of Ago proteins, however, are not limited to PTGS. Indeed, mammalian Agos have also been implicated in siRNA-mediated TGS ([@B10],[@B11]); furthermore, a large body of experimental evidence has established that Ago proteins are used for both TGS and PTGS in eukaryotes that lack Piwi-subclade members, such as *Arabidopsis thaliana* ([@B12],[@B13]) or *S. pombe* ([@B14]).

Our current understanding of the functions of Piwi proteins derives almost exclusively from studies of metazoan species, where they play essential roles in several aspects of sexual reproduction, from germline stem cell maintenance to gametogenesis ([@B15],[@B16]). Their expression is mostly restricted to the germline and gonadal somatic cells and they were found to bind a new class of sRNAs typically longer than siRNAs and miRNAs ([@B17]). The so-called piRNAs are unique in that they are amplified by a Dicer-independent mechanism, which may involve the Piwi slicer activity and, at least in vertebrates, they are massively produced during meiosis or just before. Metazoan Piwis are required for repression of transposable elements through the targeting of histone and DNA methylation ([@B18; @B19; @B20; @B21; @B22]) and/or PTGS mechanisms ([@B23; @B24; @B25]), and they may also play positive roles on chromatin structure and mRNA translation ([@B26],[@B27]). Very little is known about Piwi proteins in other eukaryotic phyla, and it is unclear whether specialized functions in sexual reproduction are a conserved feature of the subclade.

Ciliates are a monophyletic group of eukaryotes belonging to the Chromalveolata ([@B28]); being about equally distant from plants, fungi and animals, they offer an interesting perspective on the evolutionary diversification of Argonaute proteins and their functions. Although they are unicellular, ciliates have evolved a unique system for germline/soma differentiation, based on the coexistence of two different kinds of nuclei in the cytoplasm. The diploid micronucleus (MIC) is a germline nucleus: its genome is not expressed and its only role is to undergo meiosis and transmit genetic information to the next sexual generation. The highly polyploid macronucleus (MAC), on the other hand, is a somatic nucleus: it is responsible for all gene expression, but is lost during sexual reproduction and replaced by a new one that develops from a copy of the zygotic nucleus. MAC development involves extensive rearrangements of the germline (MIC) genome, which occur during its amplification to the final ploidy level ([@B29]). Rearrangements include the elimination of repeated sequences such as transposons and minisatellites, as well as the excision of many short, single-copy Internal Eliminated Sequences (IESs). In *Paramecium tetraurelia*, it has been estimated that ≥50 000 IESs are precisely excised from coding and non-coding sequences of the haploid MIC genome, a process that is required for the reconstitution of functional genes in the MAC ([@B30]).

*Paramecium tetraurelia* possesses at least two distinct sRNA pathways. One is constitutively active and mediates homology-dependent gene silencing, which can be experimentally induced throughout the life cycle. This can be achieved either by transformation of the MAC with high-copy, non-expressible transgenes ([@B31],[@B32]), or by feeding cells with bacteria producing dsRNA ([@B33]). In both cases, silencing of the endogenous gene correlates with the accumulation of ∼23-nt siRNAs ([@B34],[@B35]) that appear to depend on the Dicer gene DCR1 ([@B36]). DsRNA-induced silencing results, at least in part, from cleavage of the endogenous mRNA in the region targeted by the dsRNA ([@B37]). The sequencing of dsRNA-induced siRNAs ([@B36]), confirmed by northern blot data ([@B38]), revealed a distinct subset, which appears to represent secondary siRNAs; because they appear to be produced by RdRPs from the targeted mRNA, their continuous production implies continuous transcription of the target gene. Transgene-induced silencing, on the other hand, does not result in the production of secondary siRNAs, and whether it involves PTGS or affects transcription of the target gene in the MAC remains an open question ([@B38]).

The second sRNA pathway documented in *P. tetraurelia* is active only during sexual reproduction and is essential for the development of functional zygotic MACs. During early meiosis of the MIC, a highly complex population of ∼25-nt scnRNAs with a distinctive 5′-UNG signature is produced from much, if not all, of the germline genome by the meiosis-specific Dicer-like proteins Dcl2 and Dcl3, which are also required for genome rearrangements in the developing MAC ([@B36]). Microinjection of synthetic RNA duplexes mimicking scnRNAs into conjugating cells was further shown to target the deletion of homologous sequences in the zygotic MAC ([@B39]). The scnRNA pathway is also likely involved in the maternal inheritance of alternative genome rearrangements during conjugation and autogamy, a self-fertilization sexual process ([@B40],[@B41]). For a subset of IESs called mcIESs (maternally controlled IESs), introduction of the IES sequence into the maternal MAC specifically inhibits excision of the homologous IES in sexual progeny, during development of the zygotic MAC ([@B42],[@B43]). Similarly, experimental deletions of non-essential genes in the maternal MAC are spontaneously reproduced in the new MAC of sexual progeny ([@B34],[@B44],[@B45]). Recent evidence indicates that these *trans*-nuclear effects depend on non-coding transcripts of the maternal MAC which appear to antagonize the action of homologous scnRNAs ([@B39]), likely by sequestering them or inducing their degradation before the development of zygotic MACs. This genomic subtraction would select the MIC-specific scnRNAs that target DNA elimination in the developing MACs.

Both sRNA pathways appear to be conserved in the related ciliate *Tetrahymena thermophila*, which contains 12 Piwi genes ([@B46; @B47; @B48; @B49]). Only the Twi1 protein has been extensively studied and shown to be involved in the scnRNA pathway ([@B50]). Together with the RNA helicase Ema1 ([@B51]), it is required for the targeting of H3K27 and H3K9 methylation on MIC-specific sequences in the developing MAC, which in turns promotes their elimination ([@B52],[@B53]). Although deep sequencing of associated sRNAs revealed that at least five other Twi proteins are loaded with ∼23--24-nt endogenous siRNAs of diverse types ([@B49]), their functions have not been experimentally determined. Here, we report phylogenetic and functional analyses of the 15 *P. tetraurelia* genes encoding Argonaute proteins, all of which belong to the Piwi subclade. Using RNAi to inactivate each of these genes, we have been able to assign functions to six of them. Distinct but overlapping sets of genes appear to be involved in transgene-induced versus dsRNA-induced silencing, suggesting mechanistic differences between these two processes. Our results further identify the meiosis-specific *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* paralogues as key players in genome scanning and in the programming of developmental genome rearrangements. Interestingly, joint inactivation of these two genes is required to impair IES excision while the single silencing of any of them is sufficient to inhibit macronuclear deletions of cellular genes, suggesting an intrinsic difference between IESs and genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Paramecium strains and cultivation
----------------------------------

All experiments were carried out with the entirely homozygous strain 51. The cell line carrying a macronuclear deletion of the *A* surface antigen and *ND7* genes was obtained by silencing these genes during autogamy, as previously described ([@B34]). Cells were grown in a wheat grass powder (WGP; Pines International, Lawrence, KS, USA) infusion medium bacterized the day before use with *Klebsiella pneumoniae*, unless otherwise stated, and supplemented with 0.8 mg/l of β-sitosterol (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Cultivation and autogamy were carried out at 27°C as previously described ([@B43]).

Alignments and phylogenetic analyses
------------------------------------

Protein sequences were aligned using the MUSCLE software. Phylogenetic analyses were carried out using PhyML (bootstrapping procedure, 100 bootstraps) with default parameters and trees were created by TreeDyn (<http://www.phylogeny.fr>) ([@B54]).

Microarray expression data
--------------------------

Expression data were obtained from single-channel NimbleGen microarrays covering all 39 642 annotated genes, with six different 50-mer probes per gene. Raw signals were processed using the standard RMA method ([@B55]). This includes a first step of background subtraction for each array, followed by between-array normalization which was carried out using the normalizeBetweenArrays function from the limma package ([@B56]). The latter step adjusts signals so that expression values have similar distributions across all arrays considered in the analysis (for the autogamy time course, a total of 21 microarrays including 3 or 4 biological replicates for each of the six time points). The expression level of each gene was taken as the median signal from the six probes, averaged over the biological replicates of each time point. The vegetative time point (Veg) is the average from four mass cultures containing only log-phase cells showing no sign of meiosis. Autogamy was induced by letting cultures starve; because cells enter autogamy from a fixed point of the cell cycle, which is not synchronized in vegetatively growing cultures, there is a minimal asynchrony of ∼6 h (one cell cycle) in the progression through the different cytological stages. The meiosis time point (Mei) is the average of four samples containing 20--39% of cells undergoing meiosis, and little or no fragmentation of the old MAC (see histograms in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). The 'Mei+F' samples contained a similar proportion of meiotic cells (20--29%), but also 37--43% of cells with a fragmented old MAC. 'Dev1′ samples contained 35--56% of cells with fragmented old MACs, and 35--51% of cells that already contained clearly visible new MACs (anlagen). 'Dev2′ samples contained 73--98% of cells with visible anlagen, and the 'Dev3′ samples were extracted ∼9 h after 'Dev2′ samples. Microarray platform and data analyses have been described in more detail elsewhere ([@B57]) and are publicly available at the Gene Expression Omnibus database ([@B58]) under accession numbers GSE17996, GSE17997, GSE17998 and GSE18002. Figure 1.Phylogenetic analysis and expression profiles of *PTIWI* genes. (**A**) Phylogenetic tree based on an alignment of deduced protein sequences. For the *PTIWI04* pseudogene, a virtual protein sequence (PTIWI04cor) was created by correcting nonsense and frameshift mutations, using the *PTIWI05* paralogue. Bootstrap values are indicated. The scale bar indicates the branch length corresponding to 0.5 substitution per site (inferred using the WAG model). The residues found at the positions of the slicer catalytic triad in each protein are shown on the right. (**B**) Expression profiles during the life cycle, as determined from NimbleGen microarray data (see 'Materials and Methods' section). The histograms show averages, over 3 or 4 biological replicates, of the fractions of cells in the different cytological stages (depicted and colour-coded below) during vegetative growth and at five different time points during mass autogamy. The graphs on the right show the variations in expression levels (arbitrary units, divided by 100) for all *PTIWI* genes and for the *NOWA1-2*, *DCL2-3*, and *PGM* (the putative endonuclease) genes. Error bars represent the standard errors computed from the 3 or 4 biological replicates. Graph scales were adapted to the expression levels of gene groups.

Constructs and probes
---------------------

Plasmids used for T7Pol-driven dsRNA production in silencing experiments were obtained by cloning PCR products from each gene (see [Supplementary Table S1A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)) using plasmid L4440 and *Escherichia coli* strain HT115 DE3, as previously described ([@B33]). The *ND7*, *ND169* and *ICL7a* dsRNA fragments covered positions 873--1269, 1450--1860 and 1--580 of the PTETG500020001, GSPATG00008337001 and GSPATG00021610001 gene models, respectively. Probes used for the northern blots in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} were the same fragments as used for dsRNA production in silencing experiments. Probes used in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1) are indicated in [Supplementary Table S1A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1); the *GAPDH* probe covered positions 1--640 of GSPATG00013616001. The *PTIWI09-GFP* fusion was constructed by inserting a homemade EGFP-coding sequence, optimized for *Paramecium* codon usage, after codon 116 of the *PTIWI09* coding sequence. The fusion was under the control of natural *PTIWI09* regulatory sequences (512 bp upstream of translation start and 241 bp downstream of translation stop). Figure 2.Northern blot analysis of expression profiles during the life cycle. Expression profiles in vegetative cells and at different time points (h) of autogamy time courses are compared between a wild-type culture grown on *Klebsiella* (no silencing) and a culture submitted to dsRNA-induced silencing of the *ND7* gene. The *t* = 0 time points are arbitrarily defined as the first samples in which at least 50% of the cells had started meiosis. The last samples in both series were obtained after refeeding post-autogamous cells enough for 2--3 divisions. Histograms show the fraction of cells in each cytological stage (same colour code as in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The probes used for the different genes are the same segments as used for dsRNA production in silencing experiments (see [Supplementary Table S1A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)). Figure 3.Accumulation of scnRNAs during autogamy. Total RNA samples from a wild-type culture grown on *Klebsiella* (no silencing) and a culture submitted to dsRNA-induced silencing of *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* were extracted at different time points (hrs) of autogamy. The histograms show the fraction of cells in each cytological stage (same colour code as in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; meiosis was not documented by DAPI staining). The *t* = 0 time point was arbitrarily defined as the first sample in which ∼50% of cells had begun old MAC fragmentation. (**A**) Northern blot detection of *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* mRNAs. Signals were quantified and normalized with the 17S rRNA signal. (**B**) To examine scnRNA accumulation, RNA samples were 5′-end-labelled with T4 kinase and run on a 15% polyacrylamide--urea gel. The lower panel shows hybridization of the same membranes with a tRNA probe as a loading control. The size marker (M) shows the position of 20- and 30-nt RNAs.

Silencing by dsRNA feeding
--------------------------

DsRNA feeding media were prepared by diluting LB pre-cultures of the appropriate *E. coli* strains in WGP *Paramecium* medium containing 0.1 mg/ml ampicillin, followed by overnight growth at 37°C with shaking. On the next day, the culture was diluted 4-fold in the same medium. After 1 h of incubation at 37°C, IPTG was added at a final concentration of 0.5 mM to induce T7Pol transcription and dsRNA synthesis, and shaken for 4 h at 37°C. The medium was cooled to 27°C and supplemented with 0.8 mg/l of β-sitosterol just before use.

Microinjections
---------------

*Paramecium* cells from a single caryonidal clone in each experiment were microinjected in Volvic mineral water (Volvic, France) containing 0.2% bovine serum albumin (BSA), under an oil film (Nujol), while they were visualized with a phase contrast inverted microscope (Axiovert 35M, Zeiss). Column-purified (Qiagen) plasmids were linearized within the vector sequence, filtered on a 0.22 μm Ultrafree-MC filter (Millipore), precipitated with ethanol, and dissolved in filtered water. Approximately 5 pl of a 5 mg/ml solution were delivered into the MAC.

DNA and RNA extraction
----------------------

About 200--400-ml cultures of exponentially growing cells at 1000 cells/ml or of autogamous cells at 2000 cells/ml were centrifuged. For DNA extraction, cell pellets were washed in 10 mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.0), re-suspended in one volume of the same buffer and quickly added to four volumes of lysis solution \[0.44 M EDTA (pH 9.0), 1% SDS, 0.5% *N*-laurylsarcosine (Sigma) and 1 mg/ml proteinase K (Merck)\]. The lysates were incubated at 55°C for at least 12 h, gently extracted with phenol and dialysed twice against TE (10 mM Tris--HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) containing 20% ethanol and once against TE. RNA was extracted from unwashed cell pellets with the TRIzol (Invitrogen) procedure, modified by the addition of glass beads. PolyA+ RNAs were purified using the Poly(A)Purist mRNA purification kit (Ambion).

Southern blots, dot-blots and northern blot
-------------------------------------------

DNA and RNA electrophoreses were carried out according to standard procedures (sambrook 2001). DNA (1--2 μg per sample) was transferred from agarose gels on Hybond N+ membranes (Amersham) in 0.4 N NaOH after depurination in 0.25 N HCl. For dot-blots, total DNA samples were denatured in 0.4 N NaOH at 65°C for 30 min and directly spotted onto the membrane. Northern blots of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} were carried out using the NorthernMax-Gly kit (Ambion). For the northern blots of [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, total RNA samples (10 µg) were denatured in 1× MOPS containing 50% formamide and 3.7% formaldehyde for 5 min at 70°C before loading on 1% agarose gels. Gels were transferred to Hybond N+ membrane in 20× SSC buffer, and UV cross-linked. Hybridization was carried out in 7% SDS, 0.5 M sodium phosphate, 1% BSA and 1 mM EDTA (pH 7.2) at 60°C. Double-stranded probes were labelled by random priming with \[α-^32^P\] dATP (3000 Ci/mmol, Amersham). The tRNA and 17S rRNA oligonucleotide probes were labelled with \[γ-^32^P\] ATP (5000 Ci/mmol, Amersham) and T4 polynucleotide kinase. Membranes were then washed for at least 30 min in 0.2× SSC, 0.1% SDS at 60°C prior to image-plate exposure.

ScnRNA 5′ end labelling and electrophoresis
-------------------------------------------

For scnRNA detection, total RNA samples (1.5 μg) were 5′-end-labelled by the exchange reaction of T4 polynucleotide kinase (Fermentas) with \[γ-^32^P\] ATP (5000 Ci/mmol, Amersham), denatured and run on 15% polyacrylamide--urea gel. After migration, the gel was directly exposed for 30 min on PhosphoImager screen.

RESULTS
=======

Phylogenetic analysis and expression patterns of the 15 *P. tetraurelia PTIWI* genes
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Annotation of the *P. tetraurelia* MAC genome ([@B59]) and homology searches identified 15 genes putatively encoding Argonaute proteins, which were named *PTIWI01-15*. After correction of assembly indels and manual reannotation, one of them (*PTIWI04*) was found to be a pseudogene, containing frameshift and nonsense mutations that can easily be detected by comparison with the closely related *PTIWI05* paralogue. Gene models and reannotations can be found in ParameciumDB ([@B60]) using the accession numbers given in [Supplementary Table S1A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1). The positions of the PAZ, MID and PIWI domains were deduced from an alignment with Argonaute proteins from other eukaryotes ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1) and [Supplementary Table S1A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)). Key residues implicated in the binding of small RNA ends and in slicer activity are conserved in most of the *Paramecium* proteins. However, the DDH catalytic triad is mutated to IDQ in the most divergent protein (Ptiwi07), suggesting it does not have slicer activity; this may also be the case of the Ptiwi12 and Ptiwi15 proteins, which contain the variant triad EDH. A phylogenetic analysis based on this alignment indicates that all *Paramecium* proteins, like the Twi proteins from *T. thermophila*, clearly group with metazoan Piwi proteins ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)); these ciliates do not contain any member of the Ago subclade ([@B15],[@B61]). *Paramecium* proteins can be divided into three subfamilies ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Subfamilies 1 and 3 each contain several groups of two or three closely related paralogues resulting from the last two Whole-Genome Duplications (WGDs), while subfamily 2 is limited to the very divergent Ptiwi07.

The expression patterns of *PTIWI* genes during the life cycle were examined by hybridization of oligonucleotide microarrays covering all annotated genes with cDNAs from exponentially growing vegetative cells or from five different time points after the onset of autogamy in mass cultures ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). The results were confirmed for 10 genes by hybridization of Northern blots with specific probes ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Groups of closely related genes generally showed similar expression patterns. Most genes in subfamily 1, which includes groups *PTIWI08-14-13* and *PTIWI02-04-05*, are constitutively expressed throughout the life cycle, albeit at relatively modest levels; transcript levels for the *PTIWI04* pseudogene are hardly detectable. The only exception is *PTIWI08*, which, unlike its paralogue from the last WGD (*PTIWI14*, 96% similar at the protein level), shows little or no expression during vegetative growth but is specifically expressed after meiosis, during development of new macronuclei. *PTIWI08* thus appears to have recently acquired a development-specific expression pattern that distinguishes it from all other members of this subfamily.

In contrast, most genes in subfamily 3 are specifically expressed during the sexual phase of the life cycle, although different groups show markedly different patterns. Genes of the first group (*PTIWI06-10-11*) are silent during vegetative growth and meiosis, but become massively expressed after the onset of macronuclear development, with only minor differences among them. A similar pattern is seen for the only subfamily 2 member, *PTIWI07*. Genes of the second group (*PTIWI03-01-09*) are also silent during vegetative growth, but are turned on to high levels immediately upon meiosis. Microarray and northern blot data indicate that expression of these genes is very transient, stopping before the onset of MAC development and expression of *PTIWI06-10-11*. This meiosis-specific pattern is similar to that seen for the Dicer-like genes *DCL2* and *DCL3* ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B), which have been implicated in the biogenesis of scnRNAs ([@B36]). The third and odd group in subfamily 3 (*PTIWI12-15*), which is more closely related to *PTIWI03-01-09*, is constitutively expressed at low levels.

To determine whether the dsRNA feeding technique commonly used for RNAi has any effect on the expression of *PTIWI* genes, RNA samples were also extracted from a culture fed with an *E. coli* strain producing dsRNA homologous to the *ND7* gene, during vegetative growth and at different stages of autogamy. The efficiency of *ND7* post-transcriptional silencing was verified by the trichocyst non-discharge (tric-) phenotype ([@B62]). A northern blot analysis of these samples, compared to the *Klebsiella*-fed control culture ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), revealed a modest upregulation of *PTIWI13* during vegetative growth (2- to 3-fold as determined by normalization with the 17S rRNA signal, not shown). This was confirmed by a microarray analysis of vegetative samples from the two cultures ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)). The latter also showed a significant upregulation of *PTIWI05* in the dsRNA-fed culture, though this was not tested on northern blots. Expression of the nine other genes tested did not appear to be affected at any stage.

Testing the functions of *PTIWI* genes using dsRNA-induced silencing
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To study the potential roles of *PTIWI* genes in homology-dependent gene silencing during vegetative growth and in genome rearrangements during MAC development, we used the dsRNA feeding method to silence each of them, either alone or in all possible combinations of the 2 or 3 more closely related paralogues. dsRNA sequences (403--726 bp) were chosen to maximize silencing specificity ([Supplementary Table S1B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)). Using RNAi to knockdown genes involved in the RNAi pathway is in principle a self-defeating process, but in practice this was shown to produce significant effects in some systems; theoretical modelling suggests the outcome might be primarily determined by the efficiency of RNAi in each system ([@B63]). In *P. tetraurelia*, recursive RNAi has been used successfully to identify the Dicer and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase genes involved in siRNA-mediated silencing ([@B36],[@B38]). It should be borne in mind, however, that such tests are conclusive only if an effect is observed. In contrast, using siRNA-mediated silencing to knockdown genes required for scnRNA function is not expected to raise any problem if the *PTIWI* genes involved in the two pathways are entirely distinct, as seems to be the case for Dicer and Dicer-like genes ([@B36]).

*PTIWI* genes involved in dsRNA-induced and transgene-induced silencing
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify *PTIWI* genes involved in transgene-induced silencing, the *ND7* gene was silenced by transformation of the MAC with high copy numbers of a non-expressible transgene containing only the *ND7* coding sequence, between translation start and stop codons. A cell line showing the tric- phenotype was then fed *E. coli* clones producing dsRNA for each of the *PTIWI* genes. Each culture was tested for reversion of the tric- phenotype, which may occur if a *PTIWI* gene is required for *ND7* silencing. Full reversion was observed after 2 days in cultures that were fed *PTIWI08*, *PTIWI14* or *PTIWI13* dsRNAs, either alone or in all possible combinations, while the tric- phenotype was maintained in all other cases ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Because *PTIWI08* is not detectably expressed during vegetative growth ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), the effect of *PTIWI08* dsRNA may be due to cross-silencing of the *PTIWI14* gene, to which it is 77.4% identical, with segments of perfect identity up to 19 bp ([Supplementary Table S1B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)). This was indeed verified in another experiment (see below). Table 1.Summary of the phenotypic effects of dsRNA-induced silencing of *PTIWI* genes*PTIWI* genes silencedReversion of *ND7* silencingViability of sexual progenyTransgene-induceddsRNA-induced*PTIWI01*−−Viable*PTIWI03*−−Viable*PTIWI09*−−Viable*PTIWI01-03*−−Viable*PTIWI01-09*−−Non-viable*PTIWI03-09*−−Viable*PTIWI01-03-09*−−Non-viable*PTIWI10*−−Viable*PTIWI11*−−Viable*PTIWI06*−−Viable*PTIWI10-11*−−Viable*PTIWI10-06*−−Viable*PTIWI11-06*−−Viable*PTIWI10-11-06*−−Viable*PTIWI12*−−Viable*PTIWI15*−−Viable*PTIWI12-15*−±Viable*PTIWI04*−−Viable*PTIWI05*−−Viable*PTIWI02*−−Viable*PTIWI04-05*−−Viable*PTIWI04-02*−−Viable*PTIWI05-02*−−Viable*PTIWI04-05-02*−−Viable*PTIWI08*+−Viable*PTIWI14*+−Viable*PTIWI13*++Viable*PTIWI08-14*+−Viable*PTIWI08-13*++Viable*PTIWI14-13*++Viable*PTIWI08-14-13*++Viable*PTIWI07*−−ViableNo silencing−−Viable[^3]

In a different test, silencing was first established by *ND7* dsRNA feeding, and tric- cells were then transferred to media containing a mix of *E. coli* clones producing *ND7* or *PTIWI* dsRNA in equal amounts. A complete reversion of the tric- phenotype was observed after 2 days of simultaneous feeding of *PTIWI13* dsRNA, but not of *PTIWI08* or *PTIWI14* dsRNAs; a weaker reversion (partial trichocyst discharge) was observed after 3 days when *PTIWI12* and *PTIWI15* were co-silenced ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). A larger scale experiment was then designed to confirm these results with a different reporter gene and to monitor the steady-state mRNA levels for the targeted *PTIWI* genes. A mass culture of tric- cells silenced for the *ND169* gene ([@B64]) by dsRNA feeding was split into seven parts which were fed bacterial mixes containing 50% of *ND169* dsRNA and 50% of *PTIWI08*, *14*, *13*, *12*, *15*, *12* and *15*, or, as a control, *ICL7a* \[an irrelevant centrin gene ([@B65])\] dsRNAs. Exactly the same phenotypic effects were observed as with the *ND7* reporter.

Northern blot analyses of total RNA samples from these cultures, or from cultures of wild-type cells fed the same *PTIWI* dsRNAs, revealed a ∼4- to 5-fold decrease of mRNA levels for the most abundantly expressed *PTIWI13* gene, specifically upon *PTIWI13* dsRNA feeding ([Supplementary Figure S3A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)). Quantification of the *PTIWI14* mRNA, although less reliable because of its lower abundance, also indicated that it was reduced by *PTIWI14* dsRNA. The detection of shorter molecules, presumably resulting from mRNA cleavage, further provided qualitative evidence for the degradation of *PTIWI14* and *PTIWI12* mRNAs by cognate dsRNAs. The analysis also confirmed that *PTIWI08* dsRNA could indeed target *PTIWI14* mRNA. Quantification of the *PTIWI15* and *ND169* mRNAs was more difficult, and even a Northern blot of purified poly-A+ RNAs failed to provide conclusive evidence for *PTIWI15* knockdown by the cognate dsRNA ([Supplementary Figure S3B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)). Nevertheless, *ND169* mRNA levels were reduced ∼2- to 3-fold upon *ND169* dsRNA feeding, and, consistent with the phenotypes observed, showed a modest increase upon co-silencing of *PTIWI13* or *PTIWI12-15* (∼0.5-fold, relative to other double-silencing samples).

We conclude that Ptiwi13 is involved in both transgene- and dsRNA-induced silencing, while Ptiwi14 appears to be specifically involved in the former, and the Ptiwi12--15 pair in the latter. The fact that joint targeting of *PTIWI12* and *15* is required for partial suppression of the *ND7* or *ND169* silencing phenotypes suggests that these genes encode redundant functions, and that cross-silencing between the two highly similar genes, if it occurs at all, is not sufficient to cause a detectable effect when only one is targeted.

*PTIWI* genes involved in developmental genome rearrangements
-------------------------------------------------------------

Because the meiosis-specific scnRNA pathway is essential for correct genome rearrangements in the developing MAC ([@B36]), knocking down *PTIWI* genes involved in scnRNA function during sexual events is expected to result in non-viable progeny. As a preliminary screen, wild-type cells were fed dsRNA for each of the *PTIWI* genes, or combinations of the 2 or 3 more closely related paralogues, for about four vegetative divisions before starvation triggered autogamy. Cytologically normal new MACs developed in all cases, as monitored by DAPI staining. Post-autogamous cell populations were then refed with *Klebsiella* to test viability. Non-viable progeny was observed only in combinations including both *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* dsRNAs ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), prompting us to carry out a more detailed analysis of these two genes, and of the closely related *PTIWI03*. Consistent with their meiosis-specific expression, continuous silencing of these genes during ≥20 vegetative divisions, alone or in combinations of 2 or 3, did not result in any obvious phenotype. In contrast, applying dsRNA feeding for only 4 divisions, immediately followed by autogamy, confirmed the preliminary test: after isolation of 12 post-autogamous cells from each silencing test into *Klebsiella* medium, all progeny from the *PTIWI01-09* and *PTIWI01-09-03* combinations showed abnormal phenotypes and most of them (8/12 and 9/12, respectively) died after 3--5 divisions, while progeny from other combinations or single-gene silencing were comparable to unsilenced controls ([Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)). This suggests that *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* are involved in the development of functional new MACs, which progressively become essential during the first vegetative divisions, as the non-replicating fragments of the functional old MAC become too few in each cell.

To test the role of these genes in scnRNA accumulation, total RNA was extracted at different time points during autogamy of large-scale cultures, with or without silencing of *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* by dsRNA feeding. After the onset of meiosis, progression through the different cytological stages was similar in the two cultures ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Northern blot quantification showed that the double silencing reduced *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* mRNA amounts ∼4-fold and ∼6-fold, respectively, compared with the control (*t* = 0 time point, [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). To examine scnRNAs, total RNA samples were radiolabelled at the 5′-end and run on a 15% polyacrylamide--urea gel. A prominent ∼25-nt band was observed during early autogamy in the control, but little or no scnRNA accumulation was detected at similar stages in the *PTIWI01-09* knockdown ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that the proteins encoded by these genes are required for production or stabilization of scnRNAs.

Different assays were used to examine genome rearrangements in the developing new MACs after silencing of these genes. IES excision was first tested by PCR on small amounts of DNA extracted from post-autogamous cell populations, using pairs of primers located in the flanking sequences of two different IESs. PCR products from MIC DNA cannot be detected in such assays because of the high MAC:MIC ploidy ratio (200:1); in addition to the IES-excised products that are always amplified from the old MAC, IES-containing products are observed only if unexcised IES copies accumulate in the developing new MACs. This was the case only in post-autogamous cells from the *PTIWI01-09* and *PTIWI01-09-03* silencing combinations ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A), suggesting lethality was indeed due to defects in genome rearrangements. Figure 4.Effects of *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* silencing on IES excision. (**A**) Total DNA was extracted after autogamy from cells grown on *Klebsiella* (no silencing) or silenced for *ND7* or for genes of the *PTIWI01-03-09* group, as indicated, and PCR amplified using pairs of primers located in the flanking sequences of IESs 51G4404 and 51G2832. The excised version (mac) can always be amplified from the fragments of the old MAC, while unexcised copies (mic) can be detected only when they accumulate in the new MACs. (**B**) Total DNA samples were extracted at different time points (h) from the same autogamy time courses as in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and semi-quantitative PCR analyses were performed for 6 IESs with one primer in the IES and the other in the flanking sequence. The gel is shown only for IES 51G4404 (see [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1) for other gel images). The histograms represent the amounts of unexcised IES copies, after normalization with the intensity of a control PCR amplifying the macronuclear TMP1b gene. 51G4404, 51G2832 and 51A2591 are maternally controlled IESs, while 51G1413, 51A6435 and 51A4578 are not ([@B43]). The status of 51B3931 is unknown.

These results were then confirmed and extended to other IESs using DNA samples extracted at different time points from the two large-scale autogamous cultures used for scnRNA analysis. Semi-quantitative PCR tests were performed for six different IESs using one primer within the IES sequence and the other in the flanking sequence, so that only unexcised copies can be amplified. In the control time course, the unexcised signal rose transiently above the background level due to amplification of MIC DNA, reflecting the few rounds of amplification of the zygotic genome that take place in the developing new MACs before IES excision starts ([@B66]). In contrast, the unexcised signal rose continuously in the *PTIWI01-09* knockdown and reached a maximum in the last time point, a stage at which IES excision was mostly complete in the control ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B and [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)). Importantly, the silencing of *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* was found to impair excision not only for mcIESs such as 51G4404 and 51A2591, but also for non-mcIESs such as 51G1413, 51A6435 and 51A4578.

We further tested the role of the *PTIWI03-01-09* group of genes in the imprecise DNA elimination mechanism that is responsible for the deletion of MIC transposable elements during MAC development ([@B67]) and for maternally inherited deletions of non-essential cellular genes, which can be induced experimentally ([@B34]). A cell line reproducibly deleting the the *A^51^* surface antigen and *ND7* genes from the MAC genome at each sexual generation was fed dsRNAs for each of these genes alone, or in all possible combinations, for about 4 divisions prior to autogamy. Reversion of the *ND7* MAC deletion in post-autogamous cell populations was assessed by phenotypic testing: in all silencing combinations involving either *PTIWI01* or *PTIWI09*, but not in the *PTIWI03* single silencing nor in the unsilenced control, the occurrence of trichocyst discharge indicated that the *ND7* gene was at least partially maintained in the new MAC ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A). Total DNA from the same post-autogamous cell populations was then loaded on a dot-blot, which was successively hybridized with probes specific for the Sardine transposon, for the *A^51^* gene, and for mitochondrial DNA as a loading control ([Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1)). Quantification of the signals revealed that, as observed with *ND7*, the MAC deletion of the *A^51^* gene reverted in all silencing combinations involving either *PTIWI01* or *PTIWI09*; the relatively modest effect of the *PTIWI09* single silencing could be due to a lower efficiency of silencing in that test since the *PTIWI01-03* and *PTIWI03-09* double silencing tests gave very similar results ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, elimination of the Sardine transposon was impaired only in silencing combinations involving both *PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09*, as observed for IES excision. Figure 5.Effects of *PTIWI01-03-09* silencing on transposon elimination and maternal inheritance of macronuclear deletions. (**A**) Reversion of the trichocyst non-discharge phenotype in post-autogamous progeny of cells carrying a macronuclear deletion of the *ND7* gene and submitted during autogamy to dsRNA-induced silencing of *PTIWI* genes, as indicated. Reversion (+) indicates amplification of the *ND7* gene in the new MACs. (**B**) Dot-blot quantification of the Sardine transposon and of the *A* surface antigen gene in post-autogamous progeny of cells carrying a macronuclear deletion of the *A* gene and submitted during autogamy to dsRNA-induced silencing of *PTIWI* genes, as indicated (see [Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1) for dot-blot image). The signals obtained with the Sardine and *A*-gene probes were normalized with those of a mitochondrial DNA probe.

Subcellular localization of Ptiwi09p during autogamy
----------------------------------------------------

To study the subcellular localization of Ptiwi09p, a GFP fusion was constructed by inserting the GFP coding sequence into the *PTIWI09* gene, upstream of the PAZ domain (after codon 116). Expression of the fusion gene was under the control of the natural *PTIWI09* up- and downstream sequences. After microinjection of the construct into the MAC of vegetative cells, no fluorescence could be detected during vegetative growth of transformed clones ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A). When autogamy was induced by starvation, GFP fluorescence first appeared in the cytoplasm ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B). It then accumulated to some extent in the old MAC during the crescent stage (i.e. prophase of meiosis I, [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}C), but was always excluded from micronuclei and later from their meiotic products. Surprisingly, the GFP fusion also localized to basal bodies. This localization pattern remained essentially unchanged throughout meiosis I, meiosis II and skein formation ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}D--E). When fragmentation of the old MAC was complete ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}F), GFP fluorescence started to decrease at these locations and progressively relocalized to the new MACs as they developed, until all of the fusion protein was concentrated there ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}G). Fluorescence finally faded away from the new MAC after the caryonidal division ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}H). Figure 6.Expression and dynamic localization pattern of a Ptiwi09-GFP fusion during autogamy. Pictures numbered 1 show DAPI staining; pictures numbered 2 and 3 show GFP fluorescence within the cell body and at the cell surface, respectively. Arrowheads indicate the different types of nuclei: red, old MAC before fragmentation; white, MICs and their meiotic products; yellow, new MAC anlagen. A, vegetative cell during division; B, beginning of meiosis I; C, meiosis I; D, beginning of meiosis II; E, skein formation; F, fragmentation of the old MAC; G, new MAC development; H, karyonide after the first vegetative division.

DISCUSSION
==========

Evolutionary diversification of *P. tetraurelia PTIWI* genes
------------------------------------------------------------

The phylogenetic analysis of the Ptiwi protein family presented in [Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1283/DC1) indicates that *P. tetraurelia*, like the related *T. thermophila*, contains only members of the Piwi subclade of Argonaute proteins. The topology of the tree further shows that each of the three subfamilies of *P. tetraurelia* proteins groups with specific *T. thermophila* homologs (91--98% bootstrap values) and that recurrent gene duplications have occurred in each of the two oligohymenophorean lineages since their divergence. Further relationships can be established by comparing the expression profiles of *T. thermophila* Twi proteins ([@B49],[@B68]) with those determined here. As detailed below, these suggest that, while the different subfamilies may have broadly conserved functions, intra-lineage gene duplications have probably led to functional specialization, notably through changes in expression patterns.

Subfamily 1 is related to a subfamily of Twi proteins shown to bind ∼23--24-nt endogenous sRNAs ([@B49]). The cytoplasmic protein Twi2 is the most abundant in vegetative cells and is upregulated upon expression of hairpin RNA, suggesting it may be involved in siRNA-mediated silencing ([@B48]), as well as during conjugation. Other members are specifically expressed during MAC development (Twi9 and Twi10) or in starved cells (Twi7) ([@B68]). Some of these features are also seen in *Paramecium* subfamily 1: Ptiwi13 and 14 are the most abundant proteins in vegetative cells, and were shown here to be involved in siRNA-mediated silencing; Ptiwi13 is upregulated in response to dsRNA uptake, and Ptiwi08 is expressed during MAC development. Thus, although the full sets of functions ensured by these subfamilies remain unknown, they may largely overlap.

The only member of subfamily 2, the non-catalytic Ptiwi07, appears to be an ortholog of Twi8 (bootstrap 96%), which was shown to bind 3′-end modified, ∼23--24-nt sRNAs and to localize in the MAC ([@B49]). However, these genes may have diverged in function since Twi8 is expressed at highest levels during vegetative growth, while expression of Ptiwi07 is restricted to late MAC development.

Subfamily 3 forms a group with Twi1 and Twi11 (bootstrap 98%) in which most proteins are specifically expressed during sexual events at very high levels. Interestingly, in both species some genes are expressed very early during meiosis (Ptiwi03-01-09 and Twi1) while others are induced during MAC development (Ptiwi06-10-11 and Twi11), when expression of the early genes decreases. Although the phylogenetic tree does not support the orthology of early or late genes of both species, similar expression patterns may underlie similar functions. Indeed Twi1, the only *Tetrahymena* protein with an experimentally demonstrated function, is loaded with scnRNAs during meiosis, is required for genome rearrangements in the developing MAC ([@B50],[@B51]), and thus appears to be a functional homolog of Ptiwi01 and 09. Ptiwi12 and 15 are the only subfamily 3 members showing constitutive expression throughout the life cycle, albeit at low levels. Their similarity to the Ptiwi03-01-09 group (bootstrap 100%) suggests they have arisen through *Paramecium*-specific gene duplications and have acquired functions unrelated to sexual events (see below).

Distinct mechanisms underlie transgene- and dsRNA-induced silencing
-------------------------------------------------------------------

We have shown that Ptiwi13 is required for both transgene- and dsRNA-induced silencing, while Ptiwi14 appears to be specifically involved in the former, and Ptiwi12 and 15 in the latter. Although both silencing methods were previously shown to result in the accumulation of ∼23-nt siRNAs [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} ([@B34],[@B35]), which appear to depend on the Dicer gene *DCR1* ([@B36]), the present results indicate that the mechanisms involved are at least partially distinct. Interestingly, the same conclusion was drawn in a study of the roles of *P. tetraurelia* RdRPs, which showed that the two processes require different RdRP genes and that the associated siRNAs are of different types ([@B38]). Confirming the results of a previous small-scale sequencing study ([@B36]), it was found that dsRNA-induced siRNAs comprise two distinct classes: ∼23-nt primary siRNAs that are processed from both strands of the ingested dsRNA, and a faster migrating class (∼22 nt) with a strictly antisense polarity, believed to represent secondary siRNAs produced by an RdRP activity from the targeted mRNA. In contrast, only ∼23-nt siRNAs were found to accumulate in transgene-induced silencing; however, these were shown to differ from dsRNA-induced primary siRNAs in that they carry a modification of the 3′-terminal ribose ([@B38]). It is, therefore, tempting to speculate about the Ptiwi proteins that bind these different types of siRNAs. Figure 7.Schematic representation of the roles of Ptiwi proteins in sRNA pathways. SiRNA pathway (left): In vegetative cells, dsRNA may be formed by the pairing of sense and antisense aberrant transcripts during transgene-induced silencing, or imported from the food vacuoles during dsRNA-induced silencing. Primary siRNAs generated through the action of Dcr1 and different RdRPs ([@B38]) are then be loaded onto Ptiwi13 and/or Ptiwi14, resulting in cleavage of homologous mRNAs at least in the case of dsRNA-induced silencing. In that case, further RdRP activity using the mRNA as a template would generate antisense secondary siRNAs which may be loaded onto Ptiwi12 and Ptiwi15 to amplify the silencing response. ScnRNA pathway (right): promiscuous bidirectional transcription of the MAC genome occurs at low levels during vegetative growth. Upon meiosis, bidirectional transcription of the MIC genome forms dsRNA which is cleaved into scnRNA duplexes by Dcl2 and Dcl3. The guide strands of scnRNAs are then loaded onto Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi09 in the cytoplasm and transported to the old MAC where they would scan nascent transcripts with the help of the Nowa1 and 2 proteins. ScnRNAs able to find a perfect match would be sequestered or degraded, so that only those homologous to MIC-specific sequences would later be available to target epigenetic modifications on these sequences in the developing new MAC, eventually leading to their elimination.

In the case of dsRNA-induced silencing, Ptiwi13 may bind the ∼23-nt primary siRNAs and its potential slicer activity may be responsible for mRNA cleavage, which was found to occur in the region targeted by siRNAs ([@B37]). The specific involvement of Ptiwi12 and 15 in that process suggests that they could bind the secondary siRNAs. Aside from the very divergent Ptiwi07, these are the only *Paramecium* proteins, which deviate from the canonical DDH catalytic triad, as is the case of many of the Wagos that bind secondary siRNAs in *C. elegans* ([@B3]). However, only biochemical tests will tell whether the EDH triad of Ptiwi12 and 15 is unable to support slicer activity. If so, these proteins could contribute to silencing by recruiting other nucleases to the targeted mRNAs, as proposed for the non-catalytic Wagos ([@B69]), or by inhibiting their translation. An alternative possibility is that these proteins also bind the primary siRNAs and are required for the production, rather than the binding, of secondary siRNAs, by recruiting RdRPs to the targeted mRNA. Whatever the case may be, our recursive RNAi tests do not allow us to conclude as to the extent of their contribution to silencing. The residual reporter silencing observed may reflect the impossibility to completely silence *PTIWI12* and *15* by dsRNA feeding, since these genes are involved in the process; on the other hand, it could be due to the action of *PTIWI13* and primary siRNAs, which would occur upstream of secondary siRNA synthesis and should not be affected by the silencing of *PTIWI12* and *15*.

While it is also tempting to assume that Ptiwi14 associates with 3′-modified siRNAs, the precise role of Ptiwi proteins, and in particular of Ptiwi13, in transgene-induced silencing is less clear, because siRNA-mediated mRNA cleavage has not been documented in that case. One possibility is that the process transiently depends on unmodified ∼23-nt siRNAs bound by Ptiwi13, in such a low steady-state amount that they escape detection. Since indirect evidence from the RdRP study ([@B38]) suggests that transgene-induced silencing might not be entirely post-transcriptional, Ptiwi14 and modified siRNAs could possibly affect transcription of the target gene in the nucleus.

The Ptiwi14 and Ptiwi08 proteins are 96% similar and are therefore likely to have similar biochemical activities. The *PTIWI08* expression profile indicates that these activities are globally upregulated ∼4-fold during MAC development, suggesting that endogenous mechanisms akin to the transgene-induced siRNA pathway normally operate at that stage. This is reminiscent of the upregulation or specific expression of several Twi2-subfamily proteins in *T. thermophila* ([@B49],[@B68]). However, specific roles for endogenous siRNAs during sexual events have not been documented so far in these ciliates. In this study, the silencing of *PTIWI08* (or the entire *PTIWI08-14-13* group) during autogamy did not result in any obvious phenotype, but the experimental design used may not have been as efficient for silencing genes during MAC development as it proved to be at the earlier stage of meiosis (see below).

*PTIWI01* and *PTIWI09* are involved in developmental genome rearrangements
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our preliminary screen identified the meiosis-specific *PTIWI01* and *09* genes as being required for the survival of sexual progeny. The two encoded proteins are 99% identical and are likely to have the same or very similar functions. Cells that were fed both dsRNAs for a few divisions before the onset of meiosis showed cytologically normal nuclear reorganization throughout autogamy, indicating that these proteins are not required for meiosis, karyogamy, mitotic divisions of the zygotic nucleus or amplification of the genome in the developing new MACs. The death of post-autogamous progeny after a few vegetative divisions may be entirely attributed to non-functional new MACs. Indeed, the silencing of *PTIWI01* and *09* was found to impair the excision of all IESs tested, as well as the elimination of the *Sardine* transposon. The double silencing also completely prevented the accumulation of the ∼25-nt scnRNAs that are produced by the Dicer-like proteins Dcl2 and Dcl3 during early meiosis of the MIC ([@B36]). This strongly suggests that scnRNAs are immediately loaded onto the Ptiwi01 and 09 proteins upon exit from the MIC, and that this is required for their stability.

The dynamic localization pattern of a Ptiwi09-GFP fusion suggests that Ptiwi01 and 09 mediate both types of pairing interactions implied by the genome-scanning model [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} ([@B36],[@B39]). The fusion protein was detected in the cytoplasm during meiosis, where it could be loading scnRNAs, and accumulated in the old MAC, likely reflecting the scanning of nascent transcripts by scnRNAs. GFP fluorescence later relocalized to the new MACs as they developed, where MIC-specific scnRNAs are thought to target sequences to be eliminated, again through an interaction with nascent transcripts. The same localization pattern is observed for the Twi1 protein in *T. thermophila* ([@B50]), as well as for the Ema1 helicase, which has been proposed to facilitate the pairing of scnRNAs with nascent transcripts in both types of nuclei ([@B51]). In *P. tetraurelia* the meiosis-specific protein Nowa1, which is believed to act in the scnRNA pathway because it is required for elimination of mcIESs and transposons, shows a very similar localization pattern ([@B35]). Nowa1 and the closely related Nowa2 contain 'FRG' repeats that may bind nascent transcripts, interspersed with 'GGWG' repeats that have been shown in other systems to form an 'Ago hook' binding Argonaute proteins ([@B70; @B71; @B72; @B73; @B74]). Thus, Nowa1 and 2 likely interact with Ptiwi01 and 09 to assist them in pairing interactions, both in the old MAC during meiosis and in the developing new MACs. Intriguingly, Ptiwi09-GFP also localized to basal bodies during early stages of autogamy. While this would need to be tested with the native Ptiwi09 to rule out a fusion or overexpression artefact, this localization is not a binding property of the GFP itself and was observed at the same stages for a Dcl2-GFP fusion (V. Serrano and E. Meyer, unpublished data). Together with old data indicating the presence of RNA in basal bodies ([@B75]), this raises the possibility that these structures play some role in the scnRNA pathway.

Consistent with Ptiwi01 and Ptiwi09 having the same functions, the feeding of each dsRNA alone prior to autogamy had the same subtle effects. While this did not compromise the viability of sexual progeny or the elimination of tested IESs and transposons, it was sufficient to induce at least a partial reversion of maternally inherited MAC deletions of cellular genes. It also frequently caused new MACs to be determined for mating type E when the old MAC was determined for mating type O (not shown), which likely results from defective rearrangements in a mating-type gene ([@B76]). These milder effects indicate that each dsRNA was not able to completely cross-silence the other gene, although some level of cross-silencing probably occurred because of the relatively high sequence similarity (∼85%, with identical segments up to 19 bp). Exactly the same differences were observed between the effects of single and double silencing of the *DCL2* and/or *DCL3* genes ([@B36]). Together these observations suggest that higher amounts of scnRNA-loaded Ptiwi01/09 proteins are required to target the deletion of cellular genes, as compared to IESs and transposons, in the developing MAC.

It is interesting to note that *PTIWI01* and *09* are required for the excision of both mcIESs and non-mcIESs. In contrast, *NOWA1* and *2* are required only for the excision of mcIESs ([@B35]), and the same is true of *DCL2* and *DCL3* ([@B36]; H. Touzi and S. Duharcourt, Personal communication). Thus, Ptiwi01 and 09 are involved in more genome rearrangements than those thought to be regulated by the scnRNA pathway. Similarly, the Twi1 protein of *T. thermophila* is required for the deletion of more DNA elements than is Ema1 ([@B51]). In addition to scnRNAs, the Ptiwi01 and 09 proteins may be loaded with some other type of sRNAs, not submitted to selection by the scanning of old MAC transcripts, that would enable them to target the deletion of non-mcIESs in the developing MAC irrespective of the presence of homologous sequences in the old MAC.

No phenotype was observed after the silencing of genes of the late group, *PTIWI06-10-11*. Their expression patterns suggest functions in MAC development, but do not strongly support a role in genome rearrangements. Indeed, their expression peaks later than that of the PiggyMac gene (*PGM* in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), the putative endonuclease which appears to be essential for all types of DNA elimination ([@B77]), whereas one would expect earlier expression for proteins involved in sRNA-directed chromatin modifications guiding rearrangements, as observed for *PTIWI01* and *09*. *PTIWI06-10-11* could be involved in other epigenetic functions, possibly related to gene expression programming, which could have escaped detection in our simple tests. However, it is also possible that the experimental scheme used was not very efficient for the silencing of late genes. Indeed, the dsRNA feeding technique relies on continuous uptake of dsRNA from food bacteria, but meiosis can only be induced by starvation. Results presented here and elsewhere indicate that the stock of accumulated siRNAs is sufficient to silence genes expressed early during sexual events, but it may not be sufficient during late stages of MAC development.

Piwi protein functions are not limited to sexual processes
----------------------------------------------------------

This technique nevertheless allowed us to assign functions to 6 of the 14 potentially functional genes. Two of them mediate the action of scnRNAs, which show intriguing similarities to metazoan piRNAs: both classes are longer than siRNAs, have a strong 5′U bias, and are specifically required for sexual reproduction. Both have also been implicated in the control of transposable elements, although ciliate scnRNAs target their elimination in the developing somatic MAC but are not known to contribute to repression in the germline MIC, where no mRNA is produced. Another difference is that the biosynthesis of scnRNAs depends on Dicer-like proteins, while that of piRNAs does not. PiRNAs were initially defined in metazoans by their interaction with Piwi-subclade proteins, but a more biologically relevant definition could perhaps be based on their essential roles in sexual reproduction; such meiosis-specific sRNAs may even be universally conserved in eukaryotes. The results presented here indicate that four different *P. tetraurelia* Piwi proteins mediate homology-dependent regulation of genes in the somatic MAC during vegetative growth and likely associate with different types of siRNAs. Thus, as previously observed with Ago proteins in plants, Piwi proteins can evolve to ensure a wide range of functions at all stages of the life cycle, through mechanisms that range from PTGS to epigenetic modification of the genome.
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